Report of the Committee on Nominations for
Elective Standing Faculty Committees for 2007-08

In preparing the slate of nominees for elective faculty standing committees, the Committee on Nominations used the following procedures:

1. Preference sheets were prepared and distributed electronically to the faculty. The first, second and third choices were tabulated from 135 returns out of a possible 825. (This number includes all persons holding faculty rank including administrators and those on sabbatical

2. Persons completing the preference sheet comprised the major pool of nominees. Faculty who submitted preference sheets but could not be placed because the desired committee(s) lacked vacancies from their particular school/college, department or division were individually contacted regarding their willingness to serve on alternative committees for which there were vacancies. All faculty were informed of remaining vacancies by E-mail and encouraged to submit additional nominees. Others were contacted and nominated as needed. Attempts were made to achieve continuity and balance in committee membership.

3. Senate assistance is required for slate additions for the following committee:

   Divisional Committees: need 2 from SS
                         need 1 from NS

   Extension Policy Cmte: need 1 from NS
                          need 1 from SS

   Honorary Degrees Cmte: need 2 from NS

   Acad. Prog. & Curr Cmte: need 2 from SS

Nominations from the floor may be made at the Faculty Senate meeting, March 15, 2007. Please contact the person(s) you wish to nominate prior to the meeting to obtain their consent.

IF ANY OF THE INFORMATION LISTED IN THIS REPORT IS INCORRECT,
PLEASE REPORT IT TO THE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY(x5988).
Academic Planning and Budget Committee

**Professions**
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.

**Candidates**
- Niles, John... ASSOC HEALCS PR
- Walker, Cindy... ASSOC EDUPSY PR
- Walker, Thomas... ASSOC INFO PR

**Continuing Members**
- Dvorak, Johanna... (1-A) LS 09
- Jasion, Michael... ASSOC PHIL 09
- Solomon, Donald W... ASSOC MATH 09
- Ye, Nini... ASSOC ECON 09
- Arora, Rajiv S... PROF MATH 09
- King, Phyllis... PROF OCCU 08
- Chair, ARPC OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, GFC OTHER Ex-Officio
- Dean OTHER Ex-Officio
- Provost/Rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- Univ Comm Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Academic Policy Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.

**Candidates**
- Hanson, George, Prof... ASSOC EECS NS
- Holmes, Thomas... PROF CHEM NS
- Kuchies, Alex... ASSOC INFO PR
- Zhang, Jin... ASSOC INFO PR

**Continuing Members**
- Suzuki, Ichiro... PROF EECS
- Chakrabart, Arun... ASSOC ECON 09
- Ogilvie, George, Ph.D... ASST INFO 09
- Rivas, Brian, Ph.D... (P-A) BUS 09
- Sundaramoorthy, Marie... ASST SOCW 09
- Garrison, Lee Ann... ASSOC ART 08
- Horowitz, Alan... PROF CIVI 08
- Walker, Cindy... ASSOC EDUPSY 08
- Additional Dean OTHER Ex-Officio
- Dean - LSS OTHER Ex-Officio
- Graduate Dean OTHER Ex-Officio

Academic Program and Curriculum Committee

**Natural Sciences**
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.

**Candidates**
- Ryon, John... ASSOC EECS NS
- Chakraborty, Douglas... PROF GEOS NS

**Professions**
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.

**Candidates**
- Berry, Craig... ASSOC CURR PR
- Burges, Robert... ASSOC HEALCS PR
- Falco, Suzanne... ASSOC NURS PR
- Marcell, Sandra... ASST EDUPSY PR
- Niles, John... ASSOC HEALCS PR
- Sugar, M. Scott... ASST HEALADM PR

**Continuing Members**
- Kunert, Mary, Ph.D... ASSOC NURS 09
- Mcquinn, Ann... ASST HIST 09
- Pask, Peter... ASST FREN 09
- Perez, Valencia... ASST PHYS 09
- Forsdyke, Susan... ASSOC NURS 08
- Lilly, Janet... ASSOC DANC 08
- Hui, Robin, Ph.D... ASST THEA 08
- Nelsen, John, M... ASSOC MATH 08
- Solomon, Donald W... ASSOC MATH 08
- Dean OTHER Ex-Officio

**Social Sciences**
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.

**Candidates**
- Contino, Carrie... ASSOC SOCI SS
- Pritchard, David... PROF JOUR SS
Admissions and Records Policy Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Cofer, Kimberly, ASSOC ART AH
Lee, Hui-Li, ASSOC INFO PR
Wilson, E. V., ASSIST BUSI PR

Affirmative Action in Faculty Employment Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Brucki, Karen, ASSOC MATH NS
Ching, Ashley, ASSOC MECH NS
Fertell, Sandra, ASSIST EDSPSY PR
Hu, Xianping, ASSIST INFO PR
Surreno, Kristine, ASSOC CHEM NS

Athletic Board
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Earl, Jennifer, ASSIST HUMA PR
Johnson, Teresa, ASSOC NURS PR
Keane, Mark, ASSOC ARCH PR
Keyes, Maureen, ASSOC EXCE PR
Littman, rebate, ASSOC DANC AN
Petrey, William, Jr., ASSIST CRIM PR
Reed, Steven, ASSOC POUL SS
Storlie, Virginia, ASSOC OCCU PR

Awards and Recognition Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Ahnder, Jasmine, ASSIST HIST AH
Darragh, Amy, ASSIST OCCU PR
Dunning, Christine, PROF OTHER PR
Harneman, William, PROF BUSI PR
Strahl, Scott, ASSIST HUMA PR
Suzuki, Ichiro, PROF EECS NS

Category B Academic Staff Review Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Ching, Ashley, ASSOC MECH NS
Kupper, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN AH
Powell, David, PROF JOUR SS

Continuing Members
Blake, Barbara, ASSIST CURR 09
Donovan, John, (1-4) ACAD 09
Hafley, Solda, CARL ASSOC OCCU 09
Kapoor, Edward, ASSOC COMM 08
Geller, Florence, PROF NURS 08
Torres, Jose, ASSOC SOCW 08
Wijayaskanda, (P-A) ACAD 08
Dean of Students OTHER Ex-Officio
Enrollment Services Dir OTHER Ex-Officio
GraduateDean OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members
Thompson-Redus, Casey, ASSIST MUSI 09
Adesso, Vincent, PROF PSYC 08
Thorp, Herb, ASSOC HEALADM 08

Continuing Members
Torres, Jose, ASSOC SOCW 09
Watts, Douglas, ASSOC PSYC 09
Connors, Joseph, OTHER 08
Sandor, Erika, ASSOC HUMA 08
Alumni Assn Pres OTHER Ex-Officio
Asst Chair OTHER Ex-Officio
Athletic Director OTHER Ex-Officio
Fac Athl Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members
Jordan, June, ASSOC COMM 09
Pelfrey, William, Jr. ASSIST CRIM 09
Xia, Hong, Ins. ASSOC INFO 09
Kulper, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN 08

Continuing Members
Hadid, Steven, (1-8) GRAD 09
Shen, Paula, ASSOC COMDS 09
White, Stephanie, (1-8) PSOA 09
Fogel, Linda, ASSIST CURR 08
Shatkovac, Susan M, (1-8) CHS 08
Codification Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Hoelzel, David
  PROF HIST SS
- Pasternak, Donna
  ASST CURR PR
- Timmerman, Charles
  ASSOC COMM SS

Divisional Committee

Arts and Humanities
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Hayes, Jeffrey
  PROF ARTIST AH
- Kuefer, Lawrence
  ASSOC FREN AH
- Lukacs, Ferenc
  ASSOC DANC AH
- Ruspoli, Krista
  PROF HIST AH
- Watson, William
  ASSOC THEA AH
- Kath, William Dr.
  ASSOC COMM AK

Natural Sciences
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Doughty, Peter
  ASSOC PHYS NS
- Ten-Tien-Chen
  ASSOC MECH NS
- Mercado, Mark
  PROF BIOL NS

Professions
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
- Abu-Zahra, Rihab
  ASSOC MATE PR
- Begun, Audrey
  PROF SOCW PR
- Burdige, Robert
  ASSOC HEALTHS PR
- Fells, Jane
  ASSOC HEALTHS PR
- Lee, Hyun-I
  ASSOC INFO PR
- Leslie, Jane
  PROF NURS PR
- Ohriner, Fritio
  PROF EXCE PR
- Walker, Thomas
  ASSOC INFO PR

Social Sciences
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
- Allen, Mike
  PROF COMM SS
- Buse, Nick
  ASSOC ECON SS
- Costello, Carole
  ASSOC SOCI SS
- Moore, Jay
  PROF PSYC SS
- Prichard, David
  PROF JOUR SS
- Timmerman, Charles
  ASSOC COMM SS

Economic Benefits Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Crampton, Faith
  ASSOC ADMI PR

Continuing Members
- Geilker, Martin
  ASSOC COMM 09
- Urenaka, Tomo
  ASSOC INFO 09
- Solomon, Donald W.
  ASSOC MATH 08
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Chinga, Ango, ASSOC MECH NS
Otto-Say, Laura ASST SOCW PR
Wang, Qinhai, ASST BUSI SS

Nikolovski, Aleks, ASST HIST 09
Fontana, Susan, ASSOC NURS 08
Weckmueller, Beth, (I-A) ACAD 08
Adv Bd OTHER Ex-Officio
UC Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Extension Policy Committee
Arts and Humanities
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Kupper, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN AH
Rodrigues, Joseph, ASSOC HIST AH

Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Davis, George, PROF EECS NS

Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Pritchard, David, PROF JOUR SS

Faculty Appeals and Grievances Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
Aho, Mika, PROF COMM SS
Bohan, Kathleen, PROF POLI SS
Coppens, Michael, ASSOC HIST AH
Beske, John, ASSOC MECH NS
Bourdeau, Louis, ASSOC THEA AH
Suzuki, Ichiro, PROF EECS NS
Tyson, Andrew, ASSOC DANC AH

Faculty Ethics Advisory Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Dmitrov, Alexander, ASSOC INFO PR
Folco, Susan, ASSOC NURS PR
Koehoorn, Alex, ASSOC INFO PR
Pritchard, David, PROF JOUR SS
Turner, Judy, PROF ANTH SS

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Bergstrom, Gerald, PROF BIOL 09
Kulper, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN AH
Stoner, LeRoy, ASSOC THEA AH
Suzuki, Kazuhide, ASSOC CHEM NS

Faculty Senate
Arts and Humanities
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Continuing Members
Martin, Larry, PROF ADMI 08

Continuing Members
Bergstrom, Gerald, PROF CHEM 08
Kleeman-Cuevara, Maurice, PROF ENGL 09
Lands, Marty, PROF EDUPSY 08
Wolfram, Peter, PROF INFO 08

Continuing Members
Bergstrom, Gerald, PROF BIOL 09
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Burke, Loren, ASSIST MUSI AH
Garrison, Lee Ann, ASSIST ART AH
Hayes, Jeffrey, PROF ARTHIST AH
Watson, William, ASSIST THEA AH

Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Douglas, Eduardo D., ASSIST ARTHIST NS
Guptasarma, Prasad, ASSIST PHYS NS

Proffessions
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Allen, Pam, ASSIST FDUPSY PR
Burleson, Robert, ASSIST HEALCLS PR
Crompton, Faith, ASSIST ADMI PR
Martin, Larry, PROF ADMI PR
O'connor, Kristin, ASSIST HUMA PR
Pucci, Sandra, ASSIST CURR PR
Stegel, M. Scott, ASSIST HEALADM PR
Walker, Thomas, ASSIST INFO PR
Wilson, P., ASSIST BUSI PR

Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Anderson, Margo, PROF HIST SS
Prior, David, PROF DOUR SS

Honorary Degrees Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
B:true, John, ASSIST POLI SS
Dagochi, Amy, ASSIST OCCU PR
Pepper, Richard, PROF PSYC SS
Patrick, Timothy, ASSIST HEALCLS PR
Peftrey, William, Jr., ASSIST CRIM PR
Van Horn, Winston, PROF AFRI PR

Information Technology Policy Committee
Arts and Humanities
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Burke, Loren, ASSIST MUSI AH
Giese, Christopher, ASSIST THEA AH

Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Davies, George, PROF EECS NS
Lew, Chiu, ASSIST EECS NS

Continuing Members
Grote, John, PROF HEALCLS 09
Heatherington, Tressy, ASSIST ANTH 09
Kramer, David, ASSIST EEC 09
Austin, Joe, ASSIST HIST 09
Bryan, Janet, (1B) NURS 09
Pycroft, Heather, PROF HIST 09
Shekato, Philip, PROF HIST 09
Chancellor, OTHER EX OFFICE
President - UW Sys, OTHER EX OFFICE

Continuing Members
Du Pasquier, Jacques, ASSIST INFO 09
Gross, Rita, ASSIST GEOG 09
Musson, Phoebe, ASSIST EEC 09
Ritter, Andy, (1B) LIT 09
Dobson, James, (1B) SARUP 09
Harvey, Gregory, PROF LIN 09
Makus, Richard, ASSIST COMM 09
Vanlier, Luc, ASSIST DANC 09
IMT Dir, OTHER EX OFFICE
Vice Chanc Rep, OTHER EX OFFICE
Professions
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Berg, Craig, ASSOC CURR PR
- Consonni, Simon, ASST ADMI PR
- Hasegawa, William, PROF BUSI PR
- Patrick, Timothy, ASST MEACLS PR
- Wu, Min, ASST MEAADM PR

Libraries Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Bock, Karen, ASSOC MATH NS
- Chesley, Norah, ASST SOCi SS
- Dunlavey, Adrian, ASST EECS NS
- McKinney, Lindsey, ASST GEOS NS
- Mertzman, Tamie, ASST CURR PR
- Nikolaou, Kaitlin, ASST BUSI SS
- Rodger, Gillian, ASST MUSI AH

Nominations Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Davide, George, PROF EECS NS
- Galvis-Sobrino, Carlos, ASST HIST AH
- Jen, Tien-Chih, ASSOC MECH NS
- Lugaresi, Erno, SIMONE ASSOC DANC AH
- Stoner, Jeffrey, ASSOC THIA AH
- Surangs, Kristina, ASSOC CHEM NS

Physical Environment Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Halas, R. P., PROF ROL NS
- Hesla, Mary Kay, PROF MEACLS PR
- Hoyt, Linda, ASSOC CURR PR

Research Policy Committee
Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Bauder, John, ASSOC EECS NS
- Dumitrescu, Adrian, ASST EECS NS

Continuing Members

- Allsopp, William, ASSOC MUSI 09
- Aycock, Helena, PROF HIST 09
- Devine, Elizabeth C., PROF NURS 08
- Halsey, Ann, PROF EXCE 08
- Linton, Listen, PROF BUSI 08
- Van Horn, Winston, PROF ANTH 08
- Alum Rep, OTHER Ex-Officio
- Grad Sch Dean, OTHER Ex-Officio
- Librarians Dir, OTHER Ex-Officio
- UWM Chan. or rep, OTHER Ex-Officio

- Allen, Mike, PROF COMM 08
- Green, Donald, ASSOC SOCi 08
- Hara, Karen, ASSOC NURS 09
- Miller, Debra, PROF EECS 08
- Sec of Univ, OTHER Ex-Officio

- Allen, Mike, PROF COMM 09
- Gold, Karin, (P-A) LS 09
- Robins, Harvey, PROF ARCH 09
- Snyder, Gil, ASSOC ARCH 09
- Brooks, Arthur, PROF SOCI 08
- Carlson, Julie, (P-A) LS 08
- Emmons, Scott, ASSOC MUSI 09
- Nho, Michael, OTHER 08
- Nho, Dean, (P-A) ACAD 08
- Adm Off rep, OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, GPC OTHER Ex-Officio
- Sec of Univ OTHER Ex-Officio
- UWM Chan rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- VC rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, APCC OTHER Ex-Officio
Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Allen, Mike, PROF COMM SS
- Hooper, David, PROF HIST SS
- Klein-Tannen, Bente, ASST PSYC SS
- Meyer, James, ASST PSYC SS

University Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. (No more than 1 from LAS or PSCM)
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Dunne, Christine, PROF OTHER PR
- Jen, Tien-Chin, ASSOC MECH NS
- Kugler, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN AH
- Peyskik, Stephen, ASSOC ART AH
- Pritchard, David, PROF JOUR SS
- Solomon, Donald W., ASSOC, MATH NS

University Relations Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Mu, Xiaoming, ASST INFO PK
- Starkey, LeRoy, ASSOC THEA AH
- Thompson, Gregory, ASST ARCH PK
- Tupin, Andre, ASSOC DANC AH

Continuing Members
- Lilly, Janet, ASSOC DANC 09
- Schwartz, Mark, PROF GEOG 09
- Johnson, John, PROF COMM 08
- Snyder, Erica, ASSOC MUSA 08
- Pres pro temp Senate, OTHER, Ex-Officio

Continuing Members
- Cerametti, Joseph, OTHER
- Cerametti, Joseph
- Grant, Richey, PROF HEALC 09
- Lefebvre, Kim, ASSOC NURS 09
- Roling, James, (I-A) ACAD 08
- Cerametti, Joseph, OTHER 08
- De Sousa, Christopher, ASST GEOG 08
- Hare, Ann, PROF EXCE 08
- Visual, Larry, PROF ADM 08
- Common, Rd, OTHER, Ex-Officio
- Sec of Univ, OTHER, Ex-Officio
- Vice Chair, OTHER, Ex-Officio